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Monorail System 
Fabric Bags 
 
Our bags are made from strong durable 8oz 
oxford weave nylon that will not stretch, fade 
or shrink over time. 
 
Incorporating heavy duty zippers to secure the 
bag safely to the ring, with strong steel cord 
eyes for the bag cord to run through. Multiple 
rows of strong stitching along joints and seams 
and an additional band of webbing around the 
top of the bag to protect it from damage. 
 
Bags can be made in blue or white. 
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Bag Opener RG-ST 
Cord Jammer 
 
The RG-ST Bag Opener has been designed 
specifically to open and hold closed monorail 
system bags. 
 
It can be retro fitted to Supertrack monorail 
bags. 
 
Made from high impact injection-moulded 
plastic and alloy it is capable of holding bag 
loads of up to 120kg.  
 
Suits 6mm to 10mm cord size 
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Bag Opener 
RG-ST-1 Cord Latch 
 
The RG-ST-1 Bag Cord Latch is for the older 
type Supertrack monorail bags. This is a 
replacement for an existing worn out or 
broken latch and will need to be attached to 
the ring by welding. 
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Bag Opener RG-05 
Cord Jammer 
 
The RG-05 Bag Opener has been designed 
specifically to open and hold closed monorail 
system bags. 
 
It can be retro fitted to a number of different 
makes of monorail bags. Made from high 
impact injection moulded plastic it is capable 
of holding bag loads of up to 70kg. 
 
Suits 3.5mm to 6mm cord size. 
 
Fits onto Futurail and Speedco bags. 
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Bag Opener RG-06 
Cord Jammer 
 
The RG-06 Bag Opener has been designed 
specifically to open and hold closed monorail 
system bags. 
 
It can be retro fitted to a number of different 
makes of monorail bags. Made from high 
impact injection-molded plastic it is capable of 
holding bag loads of up to 140kg. Suits 6mm to 
10mm cord size. 
 
Can be fitted to Futurail, Speedco and Nova 
bags. 
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Monorail System  
3.5mm Bag Draw String 
 
The 3.5mm cord is used for gathering the  
bottom of the laundry bags. 
 
Resilient marine grade cord for monorail bags, 
made in Australia. 
This 16 Plt nylon cord is pre-stretched so the 
length will not alter over time. 
It is curl and tangle resistant and will not  
flatten out or fray. We recommend this  
cord for use with bag opening  
systems we supply. 
 
Cord can be supplied on 100 or 200 meter 
rolls. We can also cut it to any required length. 
Note: cord must be cut using a hot knife to 
prevent fraying of the cord ends. 
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Monorail System  
4.5mm Bag Opener Cord 
 
The 4.5mm cord is suitable for the RG-05 Bag 
Opener. 
 
This 16 Plt nylon cord is pre-stretched so the 
length will not alter over time. 
 
It is curl and tangle resistant and will not 
flatten out or fray. We recommend this cord 
for use with bag opening systems we supply. 
 
Cord can be supplied on 100 or 200 meter 
rolls. We can also cut it to any required length. 
 
Note: cord must be cut using a hot knife to 
prevent fraying of the cord ends. 
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Monorail System  
8mm Bag Opener Cord 
 
The 8mm cord is suitable for the RG-06 Bag 
Opener and the RG-ST Bag Opener. 
 
This 16 Plt nylon cord is pre-stretched so the 
length will not alter over time. 
 
It is curl and tangle resistant and will not 
flatten out or fray. We recommend this cord 
for use with bag opening systems we supply. 
 
Cord can be supplied on 100 or 200 meter rolls 
 
We can also cut it to any required length. 
Note: cord must be cut using a hot knife to 
prevent fraying of the cord ends. 
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Monorail System 
Track TK-105-S 
 
TK-105-S Monorail Track.  
 
Material:   Alloy 6005A 
Temper:   T5 
Finish:   Anod perm 317.8mm 
Application:   Structural 
 
The TK-105-S is Speedco compatible and is a 
universal alloy track suitable for light weight 
up to 60kg. 
 
105mm high with a 35mm wide T-running 
surface. This track has the unique option of 
being able to be rotated, which can double the 
track life. 
  
Track hanger and track joiners are available 
along with other accessories. 
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Monorail System  
Track TK-120-L 
 
TK-120-L Monorail Track.  
 
Material:   Alloy 6005A 
Temper:   T5 
Finish:   Anod perm 317.8mm 
Application:   Structural 
 
The TK-120-L is Speedco compatible and is a 
universal alloy track suitable for heavy bag 
loads up to 150kg.  
 
120mm high with a 42mm T running surface, 
this track has the unique option of being able 
to be rotated, which can double the track life. 
 
Track hanger and track joiners are available 
along with other accessories.  
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Monorail System 
Track TK-112 
 
TK-112 Monorail Track. 
 
Material:   Alloy 6005A 
Temper:   T5 
Finish:   Anod perm 317.8mm 
Application:   Structural 
 
The TK-112 is an Alloy rail, 112mm high with a 
tubular running surface. 
 
Track hanger and track joiners are available 
along with other accessories. 
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Monorail System 
Track TK-114 
 
TK-114 Monorail Track. 
 
Material:   Alloy 6005A 
Temper:   T5 
Finish:   Anod perm 317.8mm 
Application:   Structural 
 
The TK-114 is 114mm high with a 43mm 
tubular running surface.  
 
The track is compatible with and can be added 
to any Futurail systems that have alloy track. 
 
Track hanger and track joiners are available 
along with other accessories. 
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Monorail Trolley 
Repair Kit TR-05 
 
The Repair Kit for the TR-05 includes 2 wheels 
and 2 rivets. 
 
Save money in minutes. Old wheels can be 
replaced with new wheels, riveted safely and 
solidly onto the existing trolley U bracket 
without the need for costly equipment.  
Rivets can be formed with standard 12 tone 
manual shop press fitted with the Alltrack 
rivet forming tool. 
 
Wheels and rivets are compatible with 
Speedco and Kannegiesser monorail systems. 
 
Note: Rivet forming tool or the shop press is 
not included with the Repair Kit, it can be 
ordered from us separately.  
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Monorail Trolley 
Repair Kit TR-04 and TR-05 
 
Make wheels changeable, old wheels can be 
replaced with bolt on wheels. Bolt solidly onto 
existing trolley U bracket without the need for 
costly equipment. 
 
Wheels and bolts are compatible with 
Speedco and Kannegiesser monorail systems. 
 
Note: Some slight modification to the existing 
U bracket will need to be made for the bolts to 
fit correctly. 
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Monorail System 
Trolley TR-04 
 
The TR-04 Trolley has a precision formed steel 
body with bright zinc finish. Running on high 
performance nylon wheel incorporating precision 
bearing. 
 
This trolley is suitable for operating on Speedco 
systems. 
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Monorail System 
Trolley TR-05 
 
The TR-05 Trolley has a precision formed steel 
body with bright zinc finish. Running on high 
performance nylon wheel incorporating 
precision bearing. 
 
This trolley is suitable for operating on 
Supertrack systems. 
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Monorail System 
Trolley TR-06 
 
The TR-06 has been developed by Alltrack 
Spare Parts to operate on laundry monorail 
bag systems only, and must not be used for 
any other purpose other than to operate as 
part of that system. 
 
Construction: Injection molded nylon plastic 
main body with a folded steel U shaped under 
carriage, held together with a stainless steel 
pivot pin. 
 
Bearing type: 3001ZZ double ball x 2. 
 
Wheel: 41mm diameter made from injection 
molded polyaryletherketone, it is a high wear 
resistant plastic x2.  
 
Load capacity: WLL “working load limit” 60kg. 
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Monorail System 
Trolley TR-06-PS 
 
The TR-06 Trolley has an injection-molded 
nylon body, running on steel wheels 
incorporating precision removable bearings. 
 
This trolley is suitable for operating on Futurail 
bag rail systems. 
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Monorail System Trolley 
TR-08-SW 
 
The TR-08 Trolley has a foundry cast mild steel 
body, running on high strength plastic wheels, 
incorporating precision with removable 
bearings.  
 
This trolley is suitable for operating on Futurail 
systems. 
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Monorail System Trolley 
TR-08 
 
The TR-08 Trolley has a foundry cast mild steel 
body, running on high strength plastic wheels, 
incorporating precision with removable 
bearings. This trolley is suitable for operating 
on Futurail systems. 
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Monorail System 
Trolley TR-09 
 
The TR-09 Trolley has a precision formed steel 
body with bright zinc finish, running on high 
performance steel wheel incorporating 
precision bearing. 
 
This trolley is suitable for operating on older 
Supertrack monorail systems and on Nova KSC 
monorail systems. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
  
 
 
 
 
 


